INTRODUCTION
In a téléphone exchange there are an unlimited number ofavailable lines and a connection is made immediately after the arrivai of each call. Dénote by x n the arrivai time and by % n the holding time of the n-th call arriving in the time interval (0, oo). We assume that x"-x n _ x (w=l, 2, .. ., x o = 0).and %" (n= 1, 2, . . .) are independent séquences of mutually independent and identically distributed positive random variables.
Dénote by ^n the number of the busy lines at the arrivai of the n-th call. In this paper we shall détermine the limit distribution of ^n as n -• oo. The analogous problem of finding the limit distribution of Ç(t), the number of the busy lines at time t, as t -> co has already been solved by the author [1] . 
for x ^ 0.
THE DISTRIBUTION OF £,"
We observe that if n > 1, then the random variable ^" has the same distribution as e x +s 2 -f . . . +£"_i. Obviously, £," is equal to the number of subscripts i=l, 2, . . ., n-1 for which
Xir e spectively,andT 1 -To,T 2 -Ti ) . .., x B -x n -iby x w -!"_!, x n _! -T"_ 2 , -. ., T1-T0 respectively, then we can conclude that C" has the same distribution as the number of subscripts i=l, 2, . .., n-1 for which X; ^ X;. Accordingly, 
. dF ir (x r ). (5)
The distribution of ^" is uniquely determined by its binomial moments. See référence [2] . We have for fc = 0, 1, ..., n-l.
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THE LIMIT DISTRIBUTION OF ^"
Now we shall prove the following theorem. 
Since m(t + h)-m(t)^ l+m(h)
for t ^ 0 and h ^ 0, by (10) we get the inequality
for r=l, 2, ... and any h > 0. This proves (16).
By (16) and by the results of référence [2] we can conclude that (9) is valid for any fc = 0, 1, 2, ... Then a= l/|i is finite, for r ^ 1, B o = 1 and P k is given by (9) for k ^ 0.
